
Making Saint Louis University a part of your estate planning is a powerful act of philanthropy 

that expresses a shared belief in the power of higher education to transform lives. Including a 

charitable bequest to SLU in a will or designating the University as a beneficiary of a retirement 

account or life insurance policy creates an ongoing partnership between donors and SLU, 

one that fosters a legacy while benefitting current and future students. Read on for more 

information about how to create these partnerships. 

Lasting Legacy: 
The Power of Partnership  

“I am drawn to the field of 
speech pathology because it is 
rewarding to see the progress in 
clients and how that progress 
positively affects their quality 
of life and relationship with 
those around them. My 
scholarship provides me with 
the opportunity to pursue a 
degree in a field I am passionate 
about with less financial stress. 
Without the generosity of my 
scholarship donor, I would 
not have the opportunity to 
advance and develop as a well-
rounded individual.”

Kelsey Rosenquist
Graduate student pursuing a Master of Arts  
in Communication Sciences and Disorders

Recipient of the Cathy Golden Scholarship, funded  
in part by an estate gift from Mary Patricia Golden (Law ’88)
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Make a specific bequest 
This type of bequest is an exact description of a dol-
lar amount or specific asset from your estate to go to a 
beneficiary. It is very important that specific bequests be 
exact—vagueness can lead to confusion. Keep in mind 
that specific bequests are usually the first to be paid out of 
the estate. 

  When Anne made her will, she left her collection of fine 
porcelains to her niece and $5,000 to SLU.

Make a percentage bequest 
This bequest designates a fraction of the available estate to 
a beneficiary. Many prefer this kind of bequest because the 
relative size of the bequest is tied to the value of the estate, 
and that treats all heirs equally. 

  When Brian made his will, he left 45% of his estate to his 
son, 45% to his daughter, and 10% to SLU.

Make a residual bequest 
This bequest assigns all the property that remains after 
the payment of administration costs, taxes, expenses and 
every other bequest has been satisfied. A simple way to 
describe the residue of an estate is that which is “left over.” 
After you have made provisions for individuals with exact 
amounts, you can give whatever is left of your estate to a 
worthy charity such as Saint Louis University. This option 
assures that your heirs are taken care of first.

  When Carolyn made her will, she left $250,000 to each 
of her four children, $50,000 to her friend Helen, and 
whatever was left of her estate to SLU.

Make a contingent bequest 
This bequest puts in place a “backup” beneficiary—an 
individual or organization who will receive the gift only 
under certain circumstances. This option assures that 
unintended persons do not receive a gift originally meant 
for someone else.

    When David made his will, he left his entire estate to his 
wife, Eunice. In the event she does not survive his death, his 
estate will be divided between four worthwhile charities.

How to Include Anyone  
(Including SLU) in Your Will 
How you include a charity in your will depends on what  
sort of gift you would like to make, and how you want  
to provide for your other beneficiaries.

Helpful 
Facts About 
Beneficiary 
Designations
What is a beneficiary designation? 
A beneficiary designation is a written 
statement of who should receive the 
proceeds of a savings account, life insurance 
policy or IRA at the death of the holder. 
Usually, you list one or more beneficiaries 
when the policy or account is created.

Why are beneficiary designations  
important? 
They are very important because a recorded 
beneficiary designation controls how the 
account or policy will be distributed upon 
your death. Many people are not fully aware 
that a will only covers those assets that go 
through probate—and not necessarily these 
accounts and policies.

How do I change a beneficiary  
designation? 
Contact the administrator. They likely have 
your current beneficiary designations on 
file and can provide a form for changing a 
beneficiary or adding a new one.

Why should I name a charity as  
a beneficiary? 
Naming a charity such as SLU as a 
beneficiary of an IRA or a life insurance 
policy is another way of leaving a legacy.  
The same considerations that go into 
including a charitable bequest in a will apply 
here. Since philanthropic considerations 
are part of your estate planning, consider 
naming a charity as a beneficiary in order to 
meet your charitable giving goals.

 Illustration of a charitable beneficiary designation 
  Years ago, Frank purchased a $50,000 life insurance policy 

to help provide for his daughter’s education in the event of 
his premature death. The daughter has long since graduated 
and embarked on a successful career. A longtime SLU sup-
porter, Frank amended the no-longer-needed policy to name 
the University as its beneficiary. Eventually, SLU will receive 
a significant gift that will greatly help in fulfilling its mis-
sion of providing teaching, research, community service and 
health care in the Jesuit tradition.

How a Bequest Can Perpetuate an Annual Gift 
  Mary, a loyal alumna, supports SLU each year with a gift 

of $1,000. By including in her will a bequest of $50,000 to 
SLU’s endowment, her estate gift will provide about $2,000 
in its first year. The endowment will continue to generate 
income year after year, providing a perpetual source of sup-
port for SLU.

Call Us by Name 
If you would like to make a bequest to SLU in your will or 
designate the University as a beneficiary of an account or 
life insurance policy, listing our exact legal name is impor-
tant. Our legal name is St. Louis University. 

Talk With Us 
If you have included SLU in your estate planning but are 
not a member of the 1818 Society, please contact the Office 
of Planned Giving; we would appreciate the opportunity to 
recognize your generosity. We’re also eager to ensure that your 
intentions are met and look forward to discussing your ideas 
about what your gift can do at SLU.

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of includ-
ing SLU in your estate planning, we would be happy to dis-
cuss options with you or provide information you can share 
with your attorney for creating a planned gift. 

  

Visit our website 
Our website features several tools that can assist you with 
designing a bequest or other planned gift to accomplish your 
philanthropic and financial objectives. To further explore, log 
on to plannedgiving.slu.edu.

Sample Bequest Language
I give, devise and bequeath to St. Louis University, 
a Missouri corporation, located in St. Louis, 
Missouri, [the sum of $___ for its general 
purposes] or [ ___% of the residue of my estate 
for its general purposes].



Honor  Roll
Stephen Aarons (LAw ’79) and Doris Valdez
Nerella and Ghazi Accaoui
Samuel (A&S ’68) and Tana Adamo
H. Douglas (GrAD ’05) and Hilda Adams

Dianna (Sw ’78, GrAD Sw ’79) and J. Joe  
(Cook ’63, GrAD Cook ’67) Adorjan
Natalie and John Alberici
Edmund (A&S ’47) and Virginia† Albrecht
robert (PArkS ’70) and Susan Allen
Jack† (A&S ’59) and Eileen Allgaier
Joseph† (Cook ’42) and Gwendolyn Alvarez
John (A&S ’65) and Judith April
Samuel† (MED ’40) and Catherine Arnold
richard (A&S ’63) and Judith Ashley
Mark (DENT ’78) and Patricia Azar
John M. Babich (MED ’49)

Melvin† (LAw ’52) and Sue Bahle
ronald (Cook ’61)† and kathleen Ballinger
Josephine Barbaglia
Christine Barrett (DoiSy ’97)

John Batastini (PArkS ’66)

Felix (iT ’61, GrAD Cook ’67) and MaryAnn 
Baz-Dresch
Hiram (MED ’43) and Angela Bazzoli
ronald Beare (DoiSy ’74)

Leonard† (Cook ’49) and Jeanne Beckring
Louise Belt (LAw ’83)

Daniel (DENT ’53) and Jackie Berger
richard (A&S ’68) and Sherilyn Berger
Margaret Berkner (NurS ’70, GrAD NurS ’81)

Jeanne (A&S ’83) and kenneth Best
Harvey (MED ’68) and Melanie Billig
Dana (MED ’83) and Gregory (MED ’83) Blair
Marian Blanchfield (Sw ’57)

Lawrence Blazina (MED ’52)

J. russell Bley (A&S ’61)

David (A&S ’79) and Sarah Blick
Gene (iT ’60) and Sandra Block
Nancy (NurS ’61) and Thomas (GrAD Cook ’61) 
Blum
Paul (Cook ’60) and Sally Bocklage
Nan and oliver† Boileau
Nancy (A&S ’66) and Gerald (A&S ’55, GrAD A&S 
’56) Bone
Andrea Bosshart (DoiSy ’92)

James† (LAw ’51) and Nira Brady
Genehan Brion (GrAD E&PS ’11)

Mary Norris Brown (Sw ’79, GrAD PH ’93)

Genevieve Brueggemann (A&S ’56, GrAD E&PS 
’65, Sw ’74)

Mary Bruemmer (A&S ’42, GrAD E&SP ’60)

Bertha and Theodore Bryan
M. Ellen Simmons (LAw ’77) and Leonard 
Buckley  
(LAw ’75)

karen and william Burke
Bradford (A&S ’72) and Eugenia Burwell
Gertrude Busch
robert Byrne (A&S ’59)

Elizabeth (NurS ’58) and Patrick (A&S ’53, MED 
’57) Caffrey
John† (DENT ’45) and Barbara Callahan

Therese Callahan
John (iT ’56, GrAD iT ’58) and Mary Ann 
Capellupo
Charles (A&S ’63) and Martha Casey
Lloyd† (LAw ’32) and Vivian Casey
Harold† (MED ’34) and Hilda Cavanaugh
william (A&S ’54) and Vera† Cento
Barry Cervantes (GrAD Cook ’79)

kathryn (A&S ’63) and Peter† (LAw ’65) 
Charles
Dolores and Anthony Chivetta
Mary Christensen
robert (MED ’59) and Doreen Christopher
Judy (DoiSy ’64) and A. Joseph Claes
Paul (PArkS ’51) and Mary† Clark
robert† (Cook ’35) and kathleen Cochran
Edward (LAw ’56) and Marylou Cody
Bernhardt† (Cook ’54) and Susanne Collins
Louise (NurS ’49) and Joseph† (MED ’52) 
Connolly
David Corcoran (A&S ’64. GrAD E&PS ’65)

Ann Corrigan (A&S ’70)

John (iT ’61) and Dixie Corrigan
Mae and Peter† (MED ’45) Corrigan
Thomas† (Cook ’50) and Camille Costello
Joseph (A&S ’72, MED ’76) and Linda Couri
Donald Cramer (iT ’55, GrAD iT ’62, GrAD Cook 
’65)

warren (GrAD A&S ’95) and Mary Jane Crews
Timothy (GrAD PH ’76) and kathleen Crowley
Calvin (Cook ’60) and Susan Currinder
Connie Curry (GrAD E&PS ’63) and Thomas 
Lawrence
Margaret (Sw ’67) and John (Sw ’67) Daley
Stephen (GrAD E&PS ’74,’78) and Sheryl Daniel
Peter (A&S ’53, GrAD Cook ’58) and Ann Danis
r. Norman† (PArkS ’48) and Dorothy Dargie
udaya† (GrAD MED ’56) and ira Dash
Mary Davidson (A&S ’75, LAw ’82) and 
Newton McCoy
Leslie (LAw ’73)† and karen Davis
Amy Deiters (GrAD Cook ’97)

James† (A&S ’52, GrAD E&PS ’54) and Jean 
Delaney
Nancy (A&S ’68) and richard (A&S ’68, DENT 
’75) Demko

Patricia Demuth (GrAD NurS ’68, 
GrAD E&PS ’80)

Gerald (Cook ’50) and Mary Deppe
Donna (DoiSy ’66) and J. Anthony (LAw ’64) 
Dill
Norbert (iT ’50) and Santhe† Dirkers 
Jeanne Donnelly (DoiSy ’76, GrAD Cook ’82,  
GrAD E&PS ’07)

Charles† (MED ’39) and Marilyn Drace
walter Drag (A&S ’72)

Patrick (DENT ’65, GrAD DENT ’70) and Mary 
Dreiling
Virginia (A&S ’55, E&PS ’60) and Evzen Drozd
Louis (Cook ’43) and Nancy DuBuque
Peter (MED ’56) and Lois Duhamel
Jerry (NurS ’74, GrAD NurS ’76, GrAD E&PS ’79)  
and kathleen Durham
Peter Duvenek (Cook ’08)

Mary Dwyer

Virignia Mileti Eades (A&S ’68, GrAD E&PS ’72, 
’96)

Joseph† (A&S ’50) and Mary Ann Easley
Herman (MED ’52) and Virginia Echsner
Shelley and Bruce Edwards
Joseph (MED ’53) and Helen Ezzo
Elizabeth† and roger Fait
wayne (A&S ’53) and Jane Fick
Leroy Fink (MED ’56)

Joseph Filakovsky (GrAD NurSE ’81)

Anne and John Finley
Josephine Fischer (A&S ’53)

Beverly Flanigan (GrAD A&S ’65)

David Flavan (PArkS ’53)

Noel Flynn (A&S ’73)

Anna Forder (A&S ’61, LAw ’74)

Archibald† (MED ’47) and Annemarie Forster
Patricia (A&S ’69) and Michael (A&S ’71, LAw 
’74) Forster
James† (MED ’51) and ruby Foster
Marilyn and Sam Fox
Louis (iT ’51, GrAD ’57) and Joan Fricke
Anne (Cook ’72, GrAD Cook ’76) and George  
(A&S ’69, GrAD Cook ’76) Gagen
richard (A&S ’72, MED ’76) and Caroline 
Gagnier
Carolyn Gale (Sw ’71)

Gerard Gerling (MED ’66)

Philip (MED ’66) and Barbara Giesen
Carolyn Gioia (DoiSy ’49)

John (GrAD MED ’56) and Mary Glick
Joseph Gorman (Cook ’55)

Helen Grandcolas (GrAD Cook ’59)

George (Cook ’49) and Janice Grant
Beatrice† (A&S ’55) and Clifford (A&S ’52) 
Hackett
P. Anne Haltenhof (SPS ’79, ’87)

Donna and Tucker Haltom
J. Mark (GrAD A&S ’71, ’75) and Jane 
Harrington
James† (PArkS ’58) and Carolyn Harter
Edgar Hartnett (Cook ’50, GrAD Cook ’61)

M. Teresa Haynes
k. John Heilman (MED ’80)

Jack (A&S ’48) and Jean Hermann
Terry (A&S ’65) and Nancy Heyns
James Hickerson (GrAD A&S ’67, ’79)

Marie Hirschboeck (Cook ’48)

George Hoffmann
Jane Holt

Bruce (MED ’68) and Gayle Hookerman
Bernard (MED ’58) and Sheila Hoover 
Marilyn and Louis Hopkins
Frances Horvath (MED ’67)

Gregory (Cook ’65, GrAD Cook ’73) and 
yvonne Howell
Henry Humkey (A&S ’51)

Thomas P. incrocci (iT ’63)

Jeanette (A&S ’65, GrAD E&PS ’66, ’72) and 
Hugh (GrAD E&PS ’67) ingrasci
Jeanne and Bill irvin
Christian† (MED ’54) Mary Anita Jansen
Benedict (Cook ’60) and Eleanor Janson
rosemary (GrAD A&S ’82) Jermann
S. Harrison (MED ’58) and Elaine Jerrold
Lewis Johnson (Cook ’48)

Mary (A&S ’67) and robert (A&S ’66, GrAD 
E&PS ’67,  
LAw ’70) kaiser
Jeanette (E&PS ’64, GrAD E&PS ’68) and Frank 
kam
william (MED ’56) and Janis kamp
David† (Cook ’64) and kathleen kartye
Stuart (E&PS ’83) and Susan keck
Francis† (A&S ’43) and Virginia kegel
Lillian G. kelledy (NurS ’55)

Mary (NurS ’55) and richard (MED ’56) 
kemme
Charles kempster (A&S ’54, GrAD E&PS ’59)

william (MED ’58) and Marta kennedy
Julius† (Cook ’32) and Margaret kern 
warren (MED ’66) and karen kessler
young (GrAD E&PS ’76) and yee (GrAD ’65) 
kim
James (MED ’61) and Charlene king
Peter kirstein (GrAD A&S ’73)

Mary (A&S ’53) and John klein
Thomas (Cook ’86) and Angela klote
Bernard† (E&PS ’50) and Joan kniest
Loretta knight-Morrow (DoiSy ’44)

Helen (NurS ’52) and Leonard (Cook ’50) 
knobbe
Timothy koehl
 

“I was very fortunate to complete my 
Ph.D. at SLU and wish to assure that 
future Ph.D. candidates can do the 
same when they reach the dissertation 

stage of their studies. Having the resources to fund 
dissertation research can be a challenge, and I hope 
our gift will provide the means for a deserving 
student to complete his or her Ph.D.”
– Doug and Hilda Adams

“Many years ago, friends of my 
father established a scholarship fund 
in his honor. I am continuing to 
honor my father by remembering 

Saint Louis University in my estate plans. ”
– Mary Olive Dwyer

The 1818 Society honors alumni and friends who have invested in Saint 
Louis University’s future through their planned gifts. Recognized planned 
gifts include bequest provisions in a will or trust, life income arrangements, 
lead trusts, life estates, gifts of life insurance, and beneficiary designations 
made with retirement assets or insurance policies.



Catherine (GrAD NurS ’95) and Charles (A&S 
’62, LAw ’68) kolker
Anthony (A&S ’74) and Carolyn kovac
raymond krenzke (GrAD E&PS ’66) 
william† (DENT ’58) and Dorothea krieg
Allan (PArkS ’60) and Suzanne kurki
Ann-Marie (A&S ’90, GrAD A&S ’92) and Gary  
(A&S ’76, GrAD A&S ’77) LaBlance
Nicholas LaCava (MED ’72)

Juliana (Sw ’59) and John (Sw ’59) Lally
John (Cook ’63, GrAD Cook ’69) LaMacchia
russell† (Cook ’41) and Sophie Lang
Judith (NurS ’77) and Laurance Laning
Betty and Conrad† Laune 
Mark LaVelle (A&S ’84)

Mary Ann Lavin (NurS ’64, GrAD NurS ’70, ’96)

Patrick (PArkS ’59) and Cynthia Lee
Linda Leinicke (A&S ’65)

Harry (A&S ’54) and Patricia† Lenzen 
kent LeVan (Cook ’87, GrAD Cook ’97)

Mary Jo (E&PS ’68, GrAD E&PS ’75, ’89) and 
Jerold (A&S ’68, GrAD E&PS ’72) Liberstein
Jeanette (DoiSy ’56) and Sylvester Linck
Harold† (GrAD A&S ’37, ’39) and Jeanette Link
Joan (Cook ’59) and Joseph (Cook ’57) Lipic
Mary (NurS ’52) and Bertil Lofstrom
Lillian Lopez
Andrew (A&S ’58) and Sally Lorenz
Terry (PArkS ’71) and Carol Love
Henry (LAw ’60) and Judith Luepke
John (PArkS ’66) and Alice Lundblad
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Daniel† (Cook ’48) and Phyllis Pautler
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Thomas (MED ’73) and Susan Phillips
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Celia† and Stephen Pike
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robert (Cook ’50) and Margaret† Power
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winkelmann
Edward (A&S ’54, MED ’58) and Barbara 
wittgen

Leonard woker (iT ’49)

Mary (DoiSy ’50) and John (MED ’51) wolford
william woodard (A&S ’58)

Marvin (A&S ’48, GrAD Cook ’56) and Harlene 
wool
Joyce Devine-woolsey (MED ’55) and robert 
woolsey (A&S ’53, MED ’57)

Gerald (A&S ’69, GrAD PH ’73) and Candace 
worrick
Maureen wulf (DoiSy ’56)

Ann Marie Buys wyrsch (NurS ’59)

A. Joseph (PArkS ’51) and Florence yungman

“As a three-degree holder from the 
University, I am very interested 
in helping others attend this 
outstanding institution. It gives me 

great satisfaction to participate in this endeavor.”
– Richard Mueller

“Much of what I have accomplished 
in my medical career is due to Saint 
Louis University.”
– Edward Wittgen, M.D.

“Saint Louis University has given  
so much to me that I wanted to  
give back to her.”
– Fr. Nicholas Smith 
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